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Assessment	Instructions:	The	following	assessments	are	for	the	purpose	of	seeing	how	your	child	
has	done	covering	the	on-line	learning	material	over	the	last	two	weeks.	I	would	suggest	writing	
the	answers	on	a	separate	piece	of	paper	(you	don’t	need	to	write	out	the	questions)	and	then	
taking	a	photo	of	the	answer	sheet	and	emailing	this	to	the	teacher.	Please	try	to	keep	the	photo	
size	small,	around	150kb	in	size.	This	makes	it	easier	for	you	to	send	and	easier	to	download	for	
the	teacher.		
Please	do	not	help	your	child	with	the	answers.	If	you	have	any	questions,	do	communicate	with	
the	teacher.		
	

Assessments	for	Year	8	Covering	March	30-April	10	
Literacy:	send	to	Enatenesh	at	enateneshriceethiopia@gmail.com	

Adjective	or	Adverb	Exercise		

Choose	the	correct	adverb/adjective	and	underline:	

1.	He	(correct,	correctly)	defined	the	terms.	The	answer	sounded	(correctly,	correct).	

2.	She	(quickly,	quick)	adjusted	the	fees.	She	adapted	(quick,	quickly)	to	any	situation.		

3.	He	measured	the	floor	(exact,	exactly).	They	proved	to	be	(perfectly,	perfect)	(exact,					

				exactly)	measurements.	

4.	The	stillness	of	the	tomb	was	(awfully,	awful).	The	tomb	was	(awfully,	awful)	still.		

5.	It	was	a	(dangerously,	dangerous)	lake	to	swim	in.	The	man	was	(dangerous,	dangerously)	

drunk.	The	gas	smelled	(dangerously,	dangerous).	

6.	She	performed	(magnificent,	magnificently).	It	was	a	(magnificent,	magnificently)	beautiful	

performance.	

7.	Her	voice	sounds	(beautifully,	beautiful).	She	sang	the	song	(exact,	exactly)	as	it	was	written.	We	

heard	it	(perfectly,	perfect).	

8.	He	was	a	very	(sensibly,	sensible)	person.	He	acted	very	(sensible,	sensibly).	

9.	Mike	wrote	too	(slow,	slowly)	on	the	exam.	He	always	writes	(slow,	slowly).	

10.	Talk	(softly,	soft)	or	don't	talk	at	all.	The	music	played	(softly,	soft).	

11.	Andrea	knows	the	material	very	(good,	well).	She	always	treats	us	(good,	well).		

12.	You	must	send	payments	(regular,	regularly).	We	deal	on	a	(strictly,	strict)	cash	basis.	

13.	The	mechanic's	tools	were	(well,	good).	The	foreman	said	that	his	work	was	(good,	well)	done.						
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14.	She	worked	(careful,	carefully)	with	the	sick	child.	She	was	a	very	(careful,	carefully)	worker.	

15.	He	did	not	pass	the	course	as	(easy,	easily)	as	he	thought	he	would.		

16.	I	find	this	novel	very	(interesting,	interestingly).	It	was	(interesting,	interestingly)	written.	

	

As	we	have	discussed	about	colons	and	semi-colons	in	class,	please	answer	the	following	

questions.	

Directions:	Use	a	semicolon	and	a	conjunctive	adverb	to	combine	the	following	independent	

clauses.	

1.	I	am	wearing	a	sweater	and	a	jacket	____________	I	am	cold.	

2.	The	old	dog	is	blind	____________	it	is	deaf.	

3.	Mix	all	the	ingredients	____________	put	the	batter	in	the	oven.	

Colons	

4.		I	gave	you	the	spray	bottles	for	one	reason	to	clean	the	windows.		

5.	You	will	need	the	following	ingredients	milk,	sugar,	flour,	and	eggs.		

6.	Johann	set	the	alarm	clock	for	6	00.		

7.	My	father	ended	every	conversation	the	same	way	“Don’t	give	up.”		

8.	Dear	Mr.	Kurasu	of	the	Kiragowa	Corporation		

9.	Mix	the	oil	and	vinegar	at	a	1	2	ratio.		

10.	I	have	invited	the	following	people	to	my	party	Kevin,	Amy,	and	Keeley.		

11.	There	is	only	one	way	to	make	it	to	the	top	hard	work.		

12.	The	soldier	shouted	the	following	before	leaving	to	war	“We	shall	return	victorious!”	
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Assessments	for	Year	8	Covering	March	30-April	10	
Maths:	send	to	Wondimagegn	at	13.wondemengesha@gmail.com	
	
Time	allowed	–	50	minutes	
	
Part	I	Choose	the	correct	answer	and	write	the	letter	of	your	choice	in	the	space	provided	
	
1)	Which	one	is	a	regular	polygon?		
	A)	Parallelogram			B)	Rectangle					C)	Square								D)	Trapezium	
	
2)	Which	of	the	following	is	always	true?																																																			
A)	quadrilateral	is	a	parallelogram		 	 	 B)	A	trapezium	is	a	quadrilateral																				
C)	A	rhombus	is	a	square					 	 	 	 D)	rectangle	is	a	rhombus	
	
3)	A	quadrilateral	is	a	plane	figure	which	has.		
				A)	3	sides							B)	3	angles										C)	4	sides						D)	3	vertices	
	
4)	Which	of	the	following	is	a	general	name	for	the	others	
					A)	Parallelogram			B)	Polygon							C)	Quadrilateral							D)	Rectangle	
	
5)	Which	one	is	true	about	a	quadrilateral?																																																			
A)	quadrilateral	has	only	3	vertices						 	 	
B)	It	has	four	diagonals	
C)	Its	angles	are	formed	by	intersection	points	of	adjacent	sides		
D)	It	is	a	four-sided	figure	bounded	by	curves	
	
6)	Which	one	of	the	following	is	true	about	a	parallelogram?	
A)	All	sides	of	a	parallelogram	are	equal	in	length	
B)	Consecutive	angles	of	a	parallelogram	are	equal	
C)	The	diagonals	of	a	parallelogram	are	perpendicular	to	each	other	
D)	Opposite	angles	of	a	parallelogram	are	congruent	
	
7)	Which	one	of	the	following	statements	is	true?																																					
A)The	legs	of	the	trapezium	are	its	parallel	sides	
B)	The	bases	of	the	trapezium	are	its	non-parallel	sides	
C)	The	median	of	a	trapezium	is	the	segment	joining	the	midpoints	of	its	legs	
D)	The	base	angles	of	a	trapezium	are	the	angles	at	the	ends	of	one	of	its	legs	
	
8)Which	of	the	following	is	true	about	a	trapezium?																																	
A)	The	four	sides	could	never	be	equal					
B)	It	has	a	pair	of	parallel	sides	
C)	All	four	angles	always	have	the	same	degree	measure	
D)	has	at	least	one	pair	of	adjacent	sides	of	equal	length	
	
9)	Consider	the	given	figure...	What	should	be	the	value	of	
m(<DCB)	for	ABCD	to	be	a	trapezium?	
	A)	700											B)	800											C)	1000										D)	A1100	
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10)	Which	one	is	FALSE	about	parallelogram	
A)	Its	opposite	sides	are	congruent		
B)	Its	opposite	angles	are	congruent	
c)	Its	diagonals	bisect	each	other		
D)	Its	adjacent	angles	are	complementary	
	
Work	out		(show	your	steps	clearly	
	
11)	LMNO	is	a	parallelogram.	If	NM=(x+15)	cm	and	OL=(3x+5)	cm,	
find	the	respective	values	of	x	and	NM.	
	
	
	
	
	
	12)	The	figure	below	is	a	parallelogram	ABCD	with	BE=x,	ED=y,	
AE=x+1	and	EC=2y.	What	is	the	value	of	BD?						
					
	
	
																																																																							
13)	ABCD	is	a	parallelogram	with	lengths	AO	=	(2M+4),	OC=3N,	BO	
=	(N+5),	OD	=	M.	Find	the	length	of	the	longest	diagonal.	
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Assessments	for	Year	8	Covering	March	30-April	10	
Amharic:	send	to	Sisay	at	sis.ayalgone@gmail.com	
	
የ፰ኛ ዓመት ፈተና 
የሚከተሉት ቃላት ሲጠብቁ እና ሲላሉ የሚያስገኙትን ፍቺ በአረፍተነገር ውስጥ አመልክቱ፡፡ 
 
፩)መልስ 
፪)መላ 
፫)መና 
፬)ልረዳ 
፭)ሰፊ 
 
በሚከተሉት ማሰሪያ አንቀፆች ለሀቀኛ አስተያየት አምስት፣ለግል አስተያየት አምስት 
አረፍተነገሮችን በመመስረት ልዩነታቸውን አሳዩ ፡፡ 
 
፮)ተጠነቀቀ 
፯)ይሆናል 
፰)ተፈፀመ 
፱)ወቀጠ 
፲)ገለፀ 
 
በ“ሀ” ረድፍ የቀረቡትን ስያሜ ቃላት በ”ለ“ ረድፍ ከቀረቡት ማብራሪያዎች ጋር አዛምዱ፡፡ 
 
    “ሀ”                                               ”ለ“ 
፲፩)ጥብቀት                            ሀ)ከድርሰቱ ዋና ሀሳብ ጋር የሚያስተዋውቅ 
ክፍልነው 
፲፪)መደምደሚያ                       ለ) የድርሰቱ ጠቅላላ ሀሳብ የሚብራራበት ክፍል 
ነው 
፲፫)ሀተታ                               ሐ) በቃል ውስጥ በሚገኙ ድምፆች ንበት 
፲፬)ርዕስ                                መ)የድርሰቱ ዋና ሃሳብ የሚቋጭበት ክፍል 
ነው፡፡ 
፲፭)መግቢያ                            ሠ)በአጭር ሐረግ የሚገለፅ የድርሰቱ መጠሪያ 
ነው 
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Assessments	for	Year	8	Covering	March	30-April	10	
Science:	send	to	Eyoel	at	alemjoel28@gmail.com	
	
Biology		
	
I.	Write	the	correct	answer	for	the	following	questions		
1. Explain	the	difference	between	habitat	and	ecosystem		

	
2. Think	about	your	school	and	surrounding	.describe	two	different	habitat	along	with	the	kinds	

of	living	thing	you	might	find	there	
	

3. Explain	why	arrow	passes	from	the	plant	onwards	through	a	food	chain.	
	

4. A)	What	are	the	difference	between	carnivorous	and	herbivores?	
	
B)	In	what	ways	do	omnivorous	differ	from	herbivorous	and	carnivorous?	
	

5. What	are	the	quadrates?	
	

6. _________________________,_____________________and	________________	are	tools	
used	in	collecting	animal	specimens		

	
	
Chemistry	
	
7. The	sum	of	the	number	of	protons	and	neutrons	in	an	atom	is	known	as		_____________	

	
8. The	concept	of	the	atom	was	first	introduced	by	_______________	

	
9. ________________	is	the	arrangement	of	electrons	in	atomic	energy	levels.	

	
10.	Draw	the	diagrammatic	representation	of	the	electronic	configuration	of	the	following	three	
elements	
a)	Mg																																																				b)	Cl																																												C)					Al	
	
11. Explain	the	difference	between	monatomic	and	diatomic	molecule?	
	
12. Complete	the	following	table		
	

	Z	 A	 Number	of	neutron	 Number	of	proton	
	 14	 	 	7	
15	 31	 	 	
	 	 14	 13	
	

13. Based	on	the	law	of	triads,	predict	the	atomic	mass	of	the	middle	element	
	
Element	 Atomic	mass	
Be	 9	
Mg	 	
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Ca	 40	
	
	
Element	 Atomic	mass	
Cl	 35.5	
Br	 	
I	 127	
	

14. How	does	Mendelves	periodic	table	differ	from	that	of	Newlands?	
	
15. What	we’re	shortcoming	of	Mendeleev’s	periodic	table?	
	
Physics	
Physics	Send	to	Biniam	at	bininesr@gmail.com	

Instructions:	
! Show	the	steps	clearly	for	the	work	out	questions	
! If	you	are	doing	your	answers	on	the	paper	then	take	a	photo	of	your	paper	and	send	me	via	

email	
	
Part	one:	
Questions:	
1. The	degree	of	hotness	or	coldness	of	a	body	is	known	as		

	
2. Define	temperature	
	
3. Explain	the	difference	between	heat	and	temperature	
	
4. Heat	depends	on	the	size	of	the	body.(True/	False)	

	
Part	two:	Chose	the	correct	answer	and	put	your	answer	in	the	space	provided	
	
No.	 Questions	 A	 B	 C	 D	

1	 Which	one	of	the	following	
physical	quantity	is	defined	as	the	
measure	of	hotness	or	coldness	of	
a	body?	

Energy	 Heat	 Temperature	 Work	

2	 Which	of	the	following	best	
defines	temperature?	
Temperature	is	

another	
meaning	of	heat	
in	gases	

the	degree	of	
hotness	of	
liquids	at	sea	
level	

the	measure	of	
amount	of	
heat	

the	degree	of	
hotness	or	
coldness	

3	 Temperature	is	a	measure	of	the	
	 .	

total	kinetic	
energy	of	the	
molecules	

average	kinetic	
energy	of	the	
molecules	

total	kinetic	
and	potential	
energy	of	
molecules	

total	
potential	
energy	of	
molecules	

4	 Temperature	is	a	measure	of	
		 of	particles	of	a	body.	

heat	energy	 kinetic	and	
potential	energy	

average	kinetic	
energy	

density	

5	 The	degree	of	hotness	or	
coldness	of	a	body	is	known	as		 	

cooling	 Heat	 heating	 temperature	
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6	 Which	one	of	the	following	
defines	temperature?	

It	is	a	measure	
of	average	
kinetic	energy	
of	the	particles	
of	a	body.	

It	is	a	measure	
of	average	
potential	energy	
of	a	body.	

It	is	the	sum	of	
average	kinetic	
and	potential	
energy	of	a	
body.	

It	is	a	measure	of	
total	kinetic	
energy	of	all	
particles	in	a	
substance.	

7	 The	measure	of	hotness	or	
coldness	of	a	body	is	called	
		 .	

Energy	 Heat	 Power	 Temperature	

	
	 Questions	 A	 B	 C	 D	
8	 Which	of	the	following	

statements	correctly	describes	
temperature?	It	is:	

Energy	to	
change	state	of	
a	body	

Average	
kinetic	energy	
of	particles	in	
a	body	

Kind	of	energy	
in	any	body	

Extensive	
property	of	a	
body	

9	 The	measure	of	hotness	or	
coldness	of	a	body	is	called	
		 .	

heat	 heat	capacity	 specific	heat	
capacity	

temperature	

10	 Which	statement	is	true	about	
temperature?	It	is:	

NOT	intensive	
property.	

extensive	
property	

fundamental	
quantity.	

derived	physical	
quantity.	

11	 Which	one	of	the	following	
statements	is	correct	about	
temperature?	

It	depends	on	
the	size	of	a	
body.	

It	is	total	energy	
transferred	
from	one	body	
to	another.	

It	is	the	measure	
of	average	
kinetic	energy	of	
particles	in	the	
substance.	

It	is	the	
quantity	of	
heat	gained	
by	a	body.	

12	 Which	of	the	following	correctly	
describes	temperature?	

It	is	the	
measure	of	
compactness	
of	particles.	

It	is	the	
measure	of	
number	of	
particles.	

It	is	the	measure	
of	average	
kinetic	energy	of	
the	particle.	

It	is	the	
measure	of	
volume	of	a	
body.	

13	 Which	one	of	the	following	
physical	quantities	describes	the	
measure	of	average	kinetic	
energy	of	particles?	

Density	 Heat	 Pressure	 Temperature	

14	 The	measure	of	the	average	
kinetic	energy	of	the	particles	of	
a	body	is	called	
		 .	

Heat	 Power	 Pressure	 Temperature	

15	 A	body	having	particles	with	large	
kinetic	energy	will	have		 .	

High	
temperature	

More	heat	 Low	temperature	 Less	heat	

16	 Which	physical	quantity	is	
defined	as	the	measure	of	
average	molecular	kinetic	energy	
of	particles?	

Energy	 Heat	 Pressure	 Temperature	

17	 Temperature	is	the	measure	of	 the	amount	of	
heat	gained	

average	kinetic	
energy	of	
particles	

brightness	of	a	
body	

expansion	due	to	
heat	

18	 The	average	kinetic	energy	of	
particles	of	a	body	can	be	
measured	by	its	

density	 mass	 temperature	 weight	

19	 The	measure	of	average	kinetic	
energy	of	the	particles	of	a	
substance	is	

Force	 Heat	 Pressure	 Temperature	
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Assessments	for	Year	8	Covering	March	30-April	10	
Social	Studies:	send	to	Wayessa	at	roobanabdissa@gmail.com	
	
I. Write	true	if	the	statement	is	correct		and	false	if	the	statement	is	incorrect		

1. Both	HIV	prevalence	rates	and	the	number	of	people	dying	from	AIDS	is	same		in	all	
African	countries		

2. One	way	in	which	AIDS	affects	the	economy	is	by	reducing	the	labor	supply	through	
increased	mortality	and	illness.		

3. Rapid	population	growth	has	nothing	to	do	with	in	contributing	to	the	high	demand	of	
basic	needs	of	individuals.	

4. A	decline	in	school	enrolment	in	Sub-Saharan	African	nations	is	the	result	of	impact	of	
HIV/AIDS	on	the	education	sector.	

5. Regarding	HIV/AIDS,	the	infection	rates	in	young	African	women	are	far	higher	than	
those	in	young	men.	
	

II. Among	the	given	alternatives	choose	the	best	answer			
1. Which	part	of	Africa	is	the	most	affected	region	by	HIV/AIDS?	

A. African	countries	north	of	Sahara										C.	Western	Africa		
B. African	countries	south	of	Sahara											D.	None		

2. Rapid	population	growth	may	be	resulted	in	a	growing	demand	for_____	
A. Education									B.	Settlement	areas							C.	food	supply					D.	All	

3. The	science	that	studies	population	growth	is	known	as	_____	
A. Archaeology						B.	Anthropology						C.	History					D.	Demography	

4. Which	of	the	following	among	the	consequences	of	the	imbalance	between	resource	
and	needs?	
A. Effects	on	food	supply																							C.	Effect	on	health				
B. Effects	on	natural	environment									D.	All	

5. Which	of	the	following	mortality/death/	rate	is	high	in	sub-saran	African	countries?	
A. Infant	mortality	rate						C.	Child	mortality	C.	Maternal	mortality	rate																						D.	

none		
6. Out	of	the	total	population	of	Ethiopia,	how	many	percent	have	access	to	safe	water?	

A. 50%																			B.	25%									C.	75%														D.	10%	
7. Which	of	the	following	is	effect	on	natural	environment	due	to	rapid	population	

growth?		
A. Deforestation							B.	Soil	erosion					C.	A	and	B					D.	none		

8. The	vast	majority	of	people	affected	with	HIV/AIDS	in	Africa	are	between	the	ages	of	
____________and	_____________	
A. 5	and	10			B.		15	and	49								C.	60	and	80						D.	none	

9. Identify	the	reason	for	countries	to	be	less	developed		
A. Lack	of	money	to	establish	new	industries			C.	rapid	population	growth	
B. Slow	population	growth							D.	A	and	B	

10. The	national	HIV	prevalence	rate	is	high	in	one	of	the	following	Southern	African	
countries.	
A. Swaziland							B.	Namibia						C.	South	Africa						D.	Angola	
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Assessments	for	Year	8	Covering	March	30-April	10	
Civics:	send	to	Wayessa	at	roobanabdissa@gmail.com	
 
ሀ. የሚከተሉትን ዓረፍተ ነገሮች ትክክል ከሆኑ “እውነት” ስህተት ከሆኑ “ሀሰት በማለት መልሱ” 
 
1. ቁጠባ ማለት ለጊዜና ለጉልበት ሳይከሰቱ አጋጠሚ ሲከሰት ንብረትን በገንዘብ ወይም በዓይነት ማስቀመጥ 
ማለት ነው፡፡ 

2. ቁጠባ ልምድ ነው፡፡ 
3. ገንዘብና ውድ ማዕድናትን በማይሆን ቦታ ውስጥ ማስቀመጥ ሚስጥራዊነቱን ያስጠብቃል 
4. የተፈጥሮ የሚባክን ሐብት ነው ስለሆነም ሊቆጠብ አይችልም፡፡ 
5. ገንዘብን በእቅድ መቆጠብ ግባችንን ለማሳካት ይጠቅማል፡፡ 
6. ንቁ ሕዝባዊ ተሳትፎ ለግል ጥቅም ማስጠበቂያ የሚከናወን እንቅስቃሴ ነው፡፡ 
7. የዜጎች ተሳትፎን ማጥበብ የዴሞክራሲ ሥርዓቱን እሴቶች ያጠናክራል፡፡ 
8. የልማት እንቅስቃሴዎች በመንግስት ብቻ የሚከናወኑ ተግባራት ናቸው፡፡ 
9. ሲቪክ ማህበራት ለትርፍ የሚቋቋሙ ተቋማት ናቸው፡፡ 
10. ሲቪክ ማህበራት በዜጎች በጎ ፈቃደኝነት የሚቋቋሙ ተቋማት ናቸው፡፡ 

 
ለ. ለሚከተሉት ጥያቄዎች ትክክለኛውን መልስ ምረጡ 
 
1. ከሚከተሉት አንዱ ለቁጠባ አስፈላጊ አይደለም፡፡ 
 ሀ. ቁጠባን ልምድ ለማድረግ መቻል 
 ለ. ገንዘብን አለማባከን 
 ሐ. ለቁጠባ አቅም አያስፈልግም 
 መ. በዕቅድ መመራት መቻል፡፡ 
2. ከሚከተሉት ውስጥ ስለ ቁጠባ ትክክለኛው ሀሳብ የትኛው ነው? 

ሀ. ቁጠባ ራሱንና ወገኑን እያስራበ በመደበቅ የሚገኝ ሐብት ነው 
ለ. ገንዘብን ሐብትን ከሰዎች እይታ ሰውሮ በሚስጥር ማስቀመጥ ማለት ነው፡፡ 
ሐ. በአቅም በመኖር በእቅድ በመመራት ሐብትን መጠቀም ማለት ነው፡ 
መ. ንብረትን ከቤተ ዘመድ ሰውሮ ማሸሽ ማለት ነው፡፡ 

3. ከሚከተሉት ውስጥ አንዱ ገቢን በበጀት ከፋፍሎ ለመጠቀም የማያስፈልግ ቅድመ ሁኔታ ነው፡፡ 
ሀ. የገቢ አቅምን ለይቶ ማወቅ 
ለ.የወጪን መጠን ከገቢው በእጥፍ ማሳደግ 
ሐ. የገቢ ምንጭን መለየት  
መ. በተወሰነ ጊዜ ሊገባ የሚችለውን ጠቅላላ የገቢ መጠን መዝግቦ መያዝ 

4. ሐብትን ያለብክነት በአግባቡ ለመጠቀም የሚያስፈልገው ሁኔታ የትኛው ነው? 
ሀ. ብቃት ያለው የሰው ሃይል 
 ለ. ሚዛናዊ የሆነ የሠንውን ኃይል ስርጭት እንዲኖር ማድረግ 
 ሐ. የኃይል ምንጫችን በቁጠባ መጠቀም 
 መ. አድሎአዊ የማህበራዊ አገልግሎት አሰጣጥ ልማድን መዘርጋት 

5. ከሚከተሉት ውስጥ ስለጊዜ ትክክለኛ ያልሆነው ሃሳብ የትኛው ነው? 
ሀ. ጊዜ ሐብት ነው፡፡ 
ለ. ጊዜ ካለመጠቀም አይተካም 
ሐ. ጊዜ የራስን ኑሮ ሊያስተካክል አይችልም 
መ. ጊዜ በዕቅድ መመራት አለበት  

 


